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and secular estates", an attempt "to base monastic existente on 
an altogether different socio-economic system", and "to divorce 
Cistercian land cultivation from manorialism"." Put another way, 
"the basic iinorthodoxy introduced by the settlers at Citeaux was 
the rejection of the manorial system both as a way of life and as 
a source of inc~me" .~  

As a result of the emphasis placed on the economic side of 
monastic life by the founders of Citeaux, historians have tended 
to refer to their religious-economic precepts in order to assess 
the actual development of Cistercian abbeys. They have also 
judged whether the abbeys conformed or not to these ideals 
and, according to this, have identified stages of prosperity or 
decadeiice. 

The outcome of this close association between religious ideal 
and reality was a model, today regarded as "traditional", which 
describes how the Cistercians, in seeking places "far from human 
habitation" - and given that the better lands were occupied - 
settled in unpopulated and unclaimed areas, resorting to large- 
scale land clearance and reclamation. The direct exploitation of 
monastic lands consolidated in compact granges practised by the 
monlrs and conuersi made their estates more productive. Savings 
derived from this racional organization and from their ascetic life 
could be used to extend and improve their patrimony. That is to 
say, these monks, by putting into practice the letter and the spirit 
of the Rule, iinintentionally obtained a certain amount o€ surplus 
production. Trade developed as a necessary way of dealing with 
this surolus oroduce. and this in turn provided further opportun- --- . . 
ity for territorial expan~ion.~ However, one consequence of this 
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involuntary economic prosperity was a growing deviation from 
their original principies, which led to a transformation in the 
religious quality of the monks' life. Eventually they became land- 
lords in receipt of rent like other seigneurial groups and, at the 
same time, declined ec~nomically.~ 

Spiritual ideals have thus long been used to account both for 
the paradoxical success of the Cistercian monlts, who were "the 
voluntary poor", but became "the involuntary rich", aiid for 
their rapid expansion throughout Europe. 

This interpretation, which has generally portrayed the Cisterci- 
ans as pioneers, labouring monks and reclaimers of waste, has been 
influenced by the "frontier thesis", which compares Cistercian 
monlts to the prairie settlers of the New World who derived 
unexpectedly large yields from rich soils which had never previ- 
ously been cul t i~ated.~ According to this view, in seeking a life 
o£ asceticism and apostolic poverty the Cistercian monIrs were 
twelfth-century predecessors of Weber's Puritans, and, like those 
later Protestants, ironically reaped a rich reward for their 
efforts. 

1 believe this idealized picture to be important as an expression 
of the outlook and attitudes of a historiography originating in the 
nineteenth century. Such historiography seems, in this as in other 
fields, to have sought justifications and antecedents for its own 
political models in the Middle Ages. The past is interpreted 
according to certain nineteenth-century values - large and con- 
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